MEEZA PLAYS MAJOR ROLE IN DELIVERING THE
FIRST GREEN UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE
Doha – December 1, 2008: MEEZA, the managed IT Services and Solutions
provider, has played a key role in the success of the United Nations (UN) Ozone
Conference held in Qatar last month. MEEZA delivered custom IT solutions and
services to assist the Qatar Ministry of Environment to host a successful conference
which positions Qatar at the forefront of global Ozone protection.
The UN Ozone Conference was attended by 700 delegates representing 193
countries. The delegates gathered in Qatar to chart the future of the Montreal
Protocol on Substances that deplete the Ozone Layer. MEEZA was tasked by the
Qatar Ministry of Environment to provide IT solutions to address the unique and
challenging requirements of the Conference. A massive amount of complex
documentation was required to be reviewed and many conference papers needed to
be submitted. Document workflow, sharing and editing needed to meet the strict
environmental protection guidelines for the conference which required a completely
paperless environment.
To address these requirements, MEEZA developed a paperless conference solution
which included workflow management to support a paperless environment as well as
an event portal accessible by all delegates. MEEZA also provided the IT systems,
networks and IT support for all 700 delegates and performed the on-site
management and co-ordination of all IT requirements. The MEEZA solution resulted
in the event delegates having real time access to vital information throughout the
conference as well as being able to make changes to documentation and search
content in real time.
Mr. Waleed Al-Emadi, Director of the International Co-operation Department for the
Qatar Ministry of Environment stated “We at the Qatar Ministry of Environment are
proud to have hosted the first UN paperless event here in Qatar. The event was a

complete success and the paperless IT solution and support provided by MEEZA was
a key factor in this success”.
MEEZA (www.meeza.com.qa ), which officially launched their services to the market
at a grand launch event on November 26th, is a new privately-held joint venture that
is focused on service excellence in delivering a full suite of Managed IT Services and
Solutions to the market. “Our contribution to the success of the UN Ozone
Conference in Qatar demonstrates how MEEZA’s unique and world-class IT skills,
services and solutions will have a positive impact on businesses and governments
across the region” stated Mr. Hamad Al Mannai, MEEZA Deputy CEO. MEEZA is now
in discussions with the United Nations about offering their UN paperless conference
solutions in other countries.
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About MEEZA:
MEEZA, a privately held joint venture, offers a wide range of Managed IT Services
and Solutions to clients, from creating and managing IT infrastructure to providing
full business and technology consulting. It is seeking to accelerate competition in
the IT sector and to support the growth of the Qatar economy through the provision
of world-class Managed IT Services and Solutions to the market.
www.meeza.com.qa

